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2016-17 Building for the Future Pupil Accommodation Review 

Initial Staff Report to the Board of Trustees 

 
Summary of DRAFT Recommendations for the South Grenville Feeder Group of Schools 

 
 

I. Background 

 

The South Grenville feeder group of schools is currently represented by five K-6 schools; Benson 

P.S., Centennial ‘67 P.S., Maynard P.S., South Edwardsburg P.S., and Wellington P.S. from which 

students then attend South Grenville District H.S. for grades 7-12.  

 

The South Grenville feeder group of schools is made up of smaller rural community schools, with the 

Town of Prescott having the largest population, with Wellington School and South Grenville D.H.S. 

being located there. Benson School is located approximately 15 km to the east in the town of Cardinal 

while Centennial ’67 School is the furthest north (19 km from Prescott) in the feeder group, located in 

Spencerville. Maynard School is central to the feeder group as is South Edwardsburg School, located 

in Johnstown.  

 

Each of the five elementary schools currently offer the Regular French/ English program through 

local attendance boundaries. Wellington School also offers Early Immersion through an attendance 

boundary that overlaps the Regular French/English attendance boundaries of the 5 combined feeder 

schools.     

 

The table below compares enrolments, space usage and facility condition for the South Grenville 

feeder group of schools based upon current arrangements. The enrolment figures provided are an 

actual headcount for 2015-16 and projected headcount for 2019-20.  

 

Actual and projected space needs (% utilization) account for enrolment as a percentage of the pupil 

capacity at each school based upon classroom loadings defined by the Ministry of Education for 

funding purposes. 

 

Close Benson, Maynard and South Edwardsburg 

schools and consolidate with Wellington ES.   

Improved student access to optimal facility conditions 

for the South Grenville feeder group of schools, 

including a rebuild at Wellington ES site. Bringing 

more students together through the proposed 

consolidation of Benson, Maynard and South 

Edwardsburg schools will improve programming 

opportunities.

Category 1: Accommodate students from closed 

schools at other feeder group schools without the 

need for addtions or re-build

In the short term, students from Benson PS could be 

accommodated at South Edwardsburg without 

portables, until Wellington ES is rebuilt.  

Category 2: Accommodate students from closed 

schools through portables and/or temporary 

facility adjustments at the receiving school until 

ugrades or rebuild is completed per Capital Plan

Students from Benson and South Edwardsburg could 

be accommodated at Wellington ES with portables, 

with demonstrated space pressure for Ministry 

funding in support of a rebuild to also account for 

students from Maynard PS.

Category 3: Recommended closure conditional 

upon Ministry approval for facility upgrade or 

rebuild at the receiving school

Facility constraints at Wellington ES don't allow for an 

immediate consolidation with Maynard PS.

Yes

Grades 7-12 boundary for South Grenville DHS 

expanded to include the current Seaway attendance 

area south of Hwy 401.

Recommended Closure / Consolidation

Why  this is being recommended

How  this can 

be 

implemented

Phase-in/out of (Dual Track) Attendance Boundaries Required?

Other Attendance Boundary Adjustments
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“FCI” refers to Facility Cost Index and indicates the overall repair needs of a school building as a 

ratio of the replacement cost for that same building. A lower FCI generally represents a better facility 

condition compared to a higher FCI. The FCI figures are based upon the current facility condition 

projected to the year 2029 assuming no facility improvements over that time period. 

 

All of this information is also contained in the Long-Term Accommodations Projections Report 

presented to the Upper Canada District School Board of Trustees on April 27, 2016.  

 

Status Quo: Enrolments, Space Usage and Facility Condition for the South Grenville Feeder 

Group of Schools 

 
 

II. Challenge(s) to be Addressed 

 

From the information provided under Section I above, overall enrolments in the South Grenville 

feeder group of schools are expected to decline from 1283 students currently to 1186 students by 

2019-20. In addition to this, only 53% of permanent school space is currently utilized across all 6 

schools based upon Ministry funding calculations; ranging from a high of 95% at Wellington P.S. to a 

low of 29% and 36% at Benson and South Edwardsburg Schools respectively.  The average 

elementary school space utilization for the feeder group of schools is currently at 56%.  

 

Maynard and Wellington Schools have enrolments of 237 and 202 students respectively.  

Approximately 45 students attended Wellington School for Early French Immersion who were 

resident to the Regular French/English program boundaries of the other 4 elementary schools in the 

feeder group.  

 

The facility condition of this feeder group of schools, as evidenced by the projected 2029 FCI, ranges 

from a low of 51.3 at South Edwardsburg School (suggesting a comparably better facility condition), 

to a high of 127.4 at Maynard School. An FCI above 100 means that the cost of replacement is lower 

than the cost of required renewal repairs. 

 

There is a need for the South Grenville feeder group of schools to address surplus school space so that 

a long term commitment can be made to the facility needs of the feeder group of schools as a whole.  

 

III. Consolidation Options Considered  

 

The following table presents options considered to consolidate physical school space for the South 

Grenville feeder group of schools. These were used to weigh the advantages and disadvantages for 

the development of a recommended option. 

K-6 7-8 9-12 K-12 Total

South Grenville IS/DHS 57.4 1153 164 422 586 51% 529 46%

Benson (Reg) 69.6 279 82 82 29% 77 28%

Centennial '67 (Reg) 53.1 164 101 101 62% 106 65%

Maynard (Reg) 127.4 384 237 237 62% 204 53%

South Edwardsburg  (Reg) 51.3 210 75 75 36% 94 45%

Wellington (EFI/Reg) 57.8 213 202 202 95% 176 83%

Total 2403 697 164 422 0 1283 53% 1186 49%

2019/20  % 

Utilization

Schools 2029 FCI Capacity
2015-16 Enrolment

2015-16 % 

Utilization

2019-20 

Enrolment
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Four possible scenarios were considered, some with variations in implementation timing. It is also 

acknowledged that South Grenville D.H.S. has sufficient physical space to accommodate grades K-6 

students as a K-12 school (Option 3), however it was not the recommended option. 

 

Maynard School has been included in 3 of the 4 consolidation options due to the fact that it has a very 

high FCI (127.4 by 2029) relative to other schools in the feeder group. Given that Maynard School is 

also the largest school in the feeder group, without it, considerable facility upgrades would be 

required to it, or to remaining schools. In addition, its geographical location is not as central to the 

current feeder group of schools arrangement and that is important for student transportation 

implications. The options considered took these ideas into account, namely, consolidation of Benson 

School with South Edwardsburg (Option 1– phase 1), and then Maynard School with Wellington 

(Option 1 – phase 2 pending approval for upgrades to Wellington); and Option 2 gives consideration 

to a future rebuilt elementary school that could accommodate all K-6 students in the feeder group. 

Option 3 was a consideration for a K-12 program at S.G.D.H.S..   

 

IV. Recommended Option and Rationale  

 

Consolidation Option 4 is the staff recommended option for the South Grenville feeder group of 

schools, whereby Benson School would close and be consolidated with South Edwardsburg School 

effective September 2017 and subsequently, South Edwardsburg and Maynard Schools would both be 

closed and consolidated into Wellington School, conditional upon Ministry approval for facility 

rebuild of the K-6 school in the feeder group.   

 

The following table compares enrolments, space usage and facility condition for the South Grenville 

feeder group of schools accounting for Consolidation Option 4 to be entirely implemented, that is 

Benson is consolidated into South Edwardsburg, and then South Edwardsburg and Maynard are 

consolidated into Wellington.  The impact of the Seaway feeder group of schools’ recommendation to 

accommodate 7-12 students in the southern portion of the Seaway program boundary is not accounted 

for in South Grenville D.H.S. enrolment, however, when they are accounted for, the utilization at 

South Grenville D.H.S. increases to 65%, with room remaining, from the 42% shown below. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Benson (Reg) close close close close

Centennial '67 (Reg) K-6 close close K-6

Maynard (Reg) close K-6 close close

South Edwardsburg  (Reg) K-6 close close close

South Grenville IS/DHS 7-12 7-12 K-12 7-12

Wellington (EFI) K-6 close close K-6

Feeder 

Group

School / Current Program 

Offerings

Consolidation 

Option 3

Consolidation 

Option 4

Consolidation 

Option 1

Consolidation 

Option 2

South 

Grenville
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Consolidation Option 4 – Impact on School Enrolment and Space Usage  

 

 
 

The rationale for this recommended option is as follows: 

 

 Maynard School has the greatest need for facility upgrades with a 2029 projected FCI of 127.4. 

 Benson School has the second greatest need for facility upgrades with a 2029 projected FCI of 

69.6. 

 Centennial ’67 and South Edwardsburg Schools have relatively good FCI’s of 51.3 and 53.1 

respectively, which is good for Centennial ’67 School that is not recommended for closure, and 

for South Edwardsburg School that will accommodate Benson students pending Ministry funding 

approvals to complete the recommendations with a rebuild at Wellington P.S..   

 Geographically, Wellington School is most centrally located, is in the current student 

transportation flow and has close proximity to South Grenville D.H.S..  

 Benson and South Edwardsburg Schools have the lowest enrolment and utilization of space in the 

South Grenville feeder group of schools, but are located relatively close to each other. 

 Wellington School does not currently have the space to accommodate students from Maynard, 

Benson and South Edwardsburg Schools.  

 

It is acknowledged that this option does not alleviate surplus space at South Grenville D.H.S. which is 

projected to have a utilization of 46% by 2019-20, and 65% with Seaway area 7-12 students.   

V.  Consideration of Key Factors  

 
As indicated in the introductory report, four key factors have been used to assist development of the 

school consolidation recommendations presented in this Initial Staff Report. The following table 

outlines how these key factors apply to Consolidation Option 1 for the South Grenville feeder group 

of schools. 

 

K-6 7-8 9-12 K-12 Total

South Grenville IS/DHS 57.4 1153 164 422 586 51%

Benson (Reg) 69.6 279 82 82 29%

Centennial '67 (Reg) 53.1 164 101 101 62%

Maynard (Reg) 127.4 384 237 237 62%

South Edwardsburg  (Reg) 51.3 210 75 75 36%

Wellington (EFI/Reg) 57.8 213 202 202 95%

Total 2403 697 164 422 0 1283 53%

2015-16  Enrolment 2015-16 % 

Utlilzation

School (Program) 2029 FCI Capacity

Current Feeder Group Arrangement

South Grenville IS/DHS 1153 533 529 484 46% 46% 42%

Benson 

Centennial '67 (EFI/Reg) 164 115 122 146 70% 74% 89%

Maynard 

South Edwardsburg  

Wellington (EFI/Reg) 213 584 535 536 274% 251% 252%

Total 1530 1232 1186 1166 81% 78% 76%

Proposed Feeder Group Arrangement - Option 4

School (Program) Capacity
2017-18 

Enrolment 

(Effective)

2019-20 

Enrolment

2024-25 

Enrolment

2017-18  % 

Utilization

2019-20  % 

Utilization

2024-25  % 

Utilization
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Key Factor 

 

Objective 

 

Application for Initial 

Staff Report 

 

 

Alignment with Recommended 

Option 

 

1. Enrolment, 

Space 

Utilization and 

Facility 

Renewal 

Optimize the use of 

school space with a 

long term view of 

enrolments and facility 

renewal needs 

 

Recommendations for 

school consolidations 

to be developed from a 

feeder school 

perspective 

Utilization of space for the 

feeder group of schools is 

improved from 49% to 76% 

(2019-20).  The elementary 

average utilization increases 

from 56% to 170%, which is 

somewhat misleading because it 

doesn’t yet account for the 

“right-sizing” that an upgrade or 

rebuild of Wellington School 

would provide. 

 

In reducing the number of 

schools from 6 to 3, the Board 

will be better positioned to 

address the long term facility 

needs of this feeder group of 

schools as a whole. 

2. French 

Language 

Instruction  

Meet Ministry defined 

outcomes for French as 

a Second Language 

while achieving 

equitable enrolment 

balances between 

schools 

 

Recommendations for 

school consolidations 

to promote local (i.e. no 

overlapping) school 

program attendance 

boundaries  

The recommended option will 

eliminate overlapping program 

boundaries for the South 

Grenville feeder group of 

schools.    

 

Recommended options account 

for a phasing-in/out of dual track 

French/English programs 

whereby students in JK-Grade 2 

would be phased-in through a 

singular (dual track) attendance 

boundary, and Grades 3-6 

students would be phased-out 

from the dual track school they 

currently attended.  

 

While the total number of 

students attending schools can be 

projected with a high degree of 

confidence, the extent to which 

these students will align with the 

Regular French/English vs. Early 

Immersion program requires an 

application process to help 

confirm program viability and 

assist with the staffing processes. 

 

3. Capture Rate Long term 

sustainability of 

schools that can 

Recommendations for 

school consolidations 

to promote long term 

The 2014-15 kindergarten 

capture rate was 66% at Benson 

School, 39% at Centennial ’67, 
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demonstrate growth in 

student attendance as  

proportion of their local 

school age populations 

community interest and 

student attendance at 

UCDSB schools 

45% at Maynard, 67% at South 

Edwardsburg, 19% at 

Wellington and 57% for the 

entire feeder group of schools.   

 

It is acknowledged that the 

closure of Benson, South 

Edwardsburg and Maynard 

Schools may result in families 

opting to attend other area 

schools.  

 

In the Town of Prescott there is a 

new K-8 CDSBEO school (St, 

Mark). Upgrades to Wellington 

School facilities may positively 

impact capture rate from 

community support that reaches 

out to neighbouring areas in the 

feeder group.  

 

4. Facility 

Collaboration  

Provide opportunities 

for municipal and 

community partners to 

use available school 

space on a cost 

recovery basis per 

Policy 4002 

Recommendations for 

school consolidations 

to account for the 

possibility of 

community partners 

sharing full costs to 

operate underutilized 

schools 

In conjunction with the UCDSB 

Facility Collaboration Policy 

4002, staff is prepared to seek 

opportunities for municipal and 

community partners to offset the 

impact of ongoing underutilized 

space at South Grenville D.H.S..  

 

Through the CPP process, the 

board has not received any 

expression of interest from 

municipal or community 

partners to use space at South 

Grenville D.H.S., however the 

surplus space that will remain 

under the recommended option 

will mean that this opportunity 

will continue to exist. 

  

Opportunities for the 

municipal/community use of 

Benson, South Edwardsburg, 

and Maynard Schools (as closed) 

will be available through the 

disposition of properties process. 

 

VI. Other Considerations 

 

It is recognized that one of the Four Key Factors, Capture Rate, raises some inquiry as to whether the 

South Grenville feeder group of schools will also be served well by having one K-12 school for 

students in the feeder group. The following table compares enrolments, space usage and facility 

condition for the South Grenville feeder group of schools assuming one K-12 school.  
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Consolidation Option 3 – Impact on School Enrolment and Space Usage 

 

 
 

Under this option, significant facility upgrades would be required to have suitable space for 

kindergarten students, and primary facilities in the current 7-12 model, but utilization is projected to 

be at 103% by 2019-20.  Consideration for student travel distances/time for some of the school areas 

in the feeder group may arise.   

 

VII. Financial Impact  

 

The Ministry of Education provides school board funding primarily through combined enrolment-

driven and site specific formulae.  Commencing in the 2015-16 school year, the Ministry of 

Education began the three (3) year phase-in of a revised funding formula for the top-up portion of the 

School Operations & Maintenance and School Renewal Grants.  Top-up funding is intended to 

subsidize the costs associated with the schools’ operational (heat, light and maintenance) and renewal 

(major repairs) needs in underutilized schools.  Specifically, the revised Enhanced Top-up Funding 

Formula will support only those schools that are distant from the next nearest school of the board.   

Benson PS, Maynard PS and South Edwardsburg are not identified as schools requiring Enhanced 

Top-up Funding therefore, there is no impact on the Board's School Operations or School Renewal 

funding should these schools close.  There would be an increase in the School Operations and School 

Renewal amounts for this Feeder School Family assuming at least 50% of the enrolment from Seaway 

DHS was relocated to South Grenville DHS.  

 

The proposed closure and consolidation of Benson Public School into South Edwardsburg Public 

School and subsequent consolidation of South Edwardsburg and Maynard into a (rebuilt) Wellington 

School would result in changes to the Board’s available funding and future expenditures in School 

Operations & Maintenance and School Renewal. 

 

School Operations and Maintenance:  By 2024-25, the financial impact to the board would be an 

increase in funding of $1,828,973 and the cost avoidance of the projected operations expenses of 

$3,586,278. 

K-6 7-8 9-12 K-12 Total

South Grenville IS/DHS 57.4 1153 164 422 586 51%

Benson (Reg) 69.6 279 82 82 29%

Centennial '67 (Reg) 53.1 164 101 101 62%

Maynard (Reg) 127.4 384 237 237 62%

South Edwardsburg  (Reg) 51.3 210 75 75 36%

Wellington (EFI/Reg) 57.8 213 202 202 95%

Total 2403 697 164 422 0 1283 53%

School (Program) 2029 FCI Capacity

Current Feeder Group Arrangement

2015-16  Enrolment 
2015-16 % 

Utilization

South Grenville IS/DHS (K-12) 1153 1232 1186 1166 107% 103% 101%

Benson 

Centennial '67 

Maynard 

South Edwardsburg  

Wellington

Total 1153 1232 1186 1166 107% 103% 101%

Proposed Feeder Group Arrangement - Option 3 SGDHS as K-12 School

School (Program) Capacity
2017-18 

Enrolment 

(Effective)

2019-20 

Enrolment

2024-25 

Enrolment

2017-18  % 

Utilization

2019-20  % 

Utilization

2024-25  % 

Utilization
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School Renewal:  By 2024-25, the estimated financial impact to the board would be an increase in 

funding of $247,218 and the potential cost avoidance of up to a maximum of the identified facility 

renewal needs of $16,442,194.   

 

 
 

The assumptions and approach to the School Operations & Maintenance and School Renewal 

preliminary financial analyses, as conducted by the Board’s third party consultant, are indicated 

below: 

 

- The 2019-20 cumulative amounts represent the four years beginning 2016-17 

- Projected 2015-16 enrolment was used throughout the analyses for funding calculations, 

i.e. for all years 

- The pro-rated allocation of the Board’s funding to each school is based on enrolment 

- The financial impact reflects the loss of Enhanced Top-up Funding  

- The fully implemented changes to the funding model for School Operations & 

Maintenance and School Renewal, the three year phase-in of which began in 2015-16, are 

reflected for all years beyond 2015-16 

- In the case of the School Operations and Maintenance analyses, a combination of the 

actual 2014-15 operating expenses and the 2015-16 staffing, was used as a basis for 

estimating the future years’ expenses   

- In the case of the South Grenville Feeder Group, the financial impact of the school 

specific per-pupil renewal and operations funding of the additional enrolment from other 

Feeder groups has been incorporated in all Feeder groups.  

 

VIII. Student Transportation  

 

In the recommended option to close Benson School and consolidate into South Edwardsburg School, 

STEO would be able to use the existing vehicles, however ride times would increase for most students.  

No change in bell times would be required.  

 

The subsequent consolidation of Maynard and South Edwardsburg Schools (with Benson) into 

Wellington School, pending approval for Ministry funding, would require STEO to add one more bus 

with an approximate additional cost of $50,000. This assumes that new (dual track) Early Immersion 

boundaries for Centennial ’67 were adhered to.  However, ride times would increase by approximately 

10-15 minutes for Maynard students. If STEO was transporting student from Centennial ’67 (cross 

boundary/grandfathering), all existing vehicles would need to be used and there may be additional 

costs.  Ride times would increase by approximately 10-15 minutes for the Maynard students. 

 

It is acknowledged that accommodations would need to be made for the parking area at Wellington 

School, to increase the number of busses from 4 currently to 9-11 after consolidation. 

 

South Grenville Feeder

2015-16 2019-20 2024-25 2015-16 2019-20 2024-25 2015-16 2019-20 2024-25

Renewal 

Funding 286,560$             670,334$             1,508,251$          286,560$             780,208$             1,755,469$          -$               $109,875 $247,218

Expenditures 20,996,988$        33,090,483$        37,821,468$        20,996,988$        18,011,713$        21,379,275$        -$               ($15,078,770) ($16,442,194)

Variance (20,710,428)$      ($32,420,149) ($36,313,217) ($20,710,428) ($17,231,504) ($19,623,806) -$               $15,188,645 $16,689,411

2015-16 2019-20 2024-25 2015-16 2019-20 2024-25 2015-16 2019-20 2024-25

Maintenance & Operations

Funding 1,666,823$          4,973,992$          11,191,483$        1,666,823$          5,786,869$          13,020,456$        -$               $812,877 $1,828,973

Expenditures 1,442,055$          5,768,220$          12,978,495$        1,442,055$          4,174,319$          9,392,217$          -$               ($1,593,901) ($3,586,278)

Variance 224,768$             ($794,228) ($1,787,012) $224,768 $1,612,550 $3,628,239 -$               $2,406,778 $5,415,251

Status Quo (Cumulative) Scenario (Cumulative) Impact (Cumulative Loss or Gain)

Status Quo (Cumulative) Scenario (Cumulative) Impact (Cumulative Loss or Gain)
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Please note that in some cases, pending final decisions concerning school locations, some students will 

have longer/shorter ride times if the distance to school has increased/decreased relative to their location.  

As transportation and ridership information is not static, the information, as provided, may be subject to 

change. 

 

IX. Implementation Timelines 

 
Each of the school closures considered in this Initial Staff Report fall under one of three possible 

timeline categories as follows: 

 

1. Accommodate students from closed schools at other feeder group schools without the need 

for additions or re-build.  

 

2. Accommodate students from closed schools through portables and/or temporary facility 

adjustments at the receiving school until upgrade or rebuild is completed per Capital Plan. 

 

3. Recommended closure is conditional upon Ministry approval for facility upgrade or rebuild at 

the receiving school per Capital Plan. 

 

The recommended implementation timeline for the South Grenville feeder group of schools accounts 

for an implementation date of September 2017 for the closure of Benson School because all of the 

students from Benson School can be accommodated at South Edwardsburg School without the need 

for an addition or rebuild.  Subsequently, and with timing contingent upon Ministry approval for a 

rebuild at Wellington School, the closure of South Edwardsburg and Maynard Schools would 

proceed.   

 

X.  School Information Profiles  

 

In keeping with the Ministry’s Pupil Accommodation Review Guidelines and UCDSB School 

Closure Policy 413, school information profiles have been developed to assist the Accommodation 

Review Committees (ARC) and process. Each school profile contains information about the facility, 

enrolment, instruction, community use, transportation and other data and are publicly available at: 
http://www.ucdsb.on.ca/programs/ourcommunities/communityplanningandpartnerships/Page

s/default.aspx   

 
Thank you in advance to the Parent Councils of the South Grenville feeder group of schools who, at 

the launch of an Accommodation Review, will be asked to provide information that will be added to 

these profiles demonstrating the value that these schools offer to students, their communities and the 

Upper Canada District School Board as whole. 
 

XI. Recommended Option Statement for the South Grenville Feeder Group of Schools 

 

It is hereby recommended that,  

 

1. Effective September 2017, the number of K-6 elementary schools for the South Grenville feeder 

group of schools be reduced from five to four schools with the closure and consolidation of 

Benson School with South Edwardsburg School. 

 

2. Effective September 2017 a single (dual track) attendance boundary be phased-in/out for each 

feeder group elementary school. 

 

http://www.ucdsb.on.ca/programs/ourcommunities/communityplanningandpartnerships/Pages/default.aspx
http://www.ucdsb.on.ca/programs/ourcommunities/communityplanningandpartnerships/Pages/default.aspx
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3. Maynard, and South Edwardsburg Schools also to be closed at a future date to be determined and 

contingent upon Ministry approval for a re-build at Wellington P.S, in accordance with the 

UCDSB Capital Priorities Plan. 

 

4. The grades 7-12 attendance boundary for South Grenville D.H.S. be consolidated with a southern 

portion (south of Highway 401) of the current grades 7-12 attendance boundary for Seaway 

D.H.S.. 

 


